Q & A 16th August

Q1. On the days that athletes aren’t pulling will they still be transported to the
field to ‘spectate’ at the competition, recognising they will not mix with the
general public will there be a separate area for each bubble. The answer may
be on the attached plan – can we have these in English please?
A 1. Pullers will have no contact with the public and will have their own area to watch
the competition. The viewing area for pullers will be standing, and each person must
keep the minimum distance from the rest of the spectators with the mask on.
Q2. Lunch is being provided as part of the package, if an athlete is not
competing that day but spectating (as in 1 above) will they still be provided
with lunch?
A2. Of course. They will have the option to get the lunch box for free at their bubble
space inside the Indoor Teams Area, and also to eat (sandwiches, local food,
snacks…) or have a drink (coffee, tea and soft drinks) in the food truck paying for
consumption.
Q3. If no one is permitted to leave the hotel / competition field how will
additional supplies be purchased such as specific drink, snacks or other
personal items that people may need?
A3, It’s not possible. Additional supplies may be requested in the organization area
inside the Indoor Teams Area.
Q4, If people fly in to Santander airport, can transport be provided from there
to the hotel(s)?
A4. Yes, also from San Sebastián (Hondarribia) airport.
Q5. Will all the hotels have a bar (for drinks) where people can meet to
socialise, recognising that the ‘bubble’ format will need to be maintained – i.e.
a separate bar area for each bubble.
A5. It depends on each hotel. Some have open bar service and others are closed.
Q6. A notice has gone out regarding booking a paying for accommodation by
the 20th August, however, there is nothing obvious on the GOC website to say
how accommodation should be booked.
A.6. Yes, accommodation must be paid by the 20th August. How to book the
accommodation is in the website https://sokatiramundiala.com/en/accommodation/ .
We will highlight it on the website so that there are no doubts.

